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INTRODUCTION
 When determining and negotiating project delivery method, and then

construction contract, the objective is allocating risk (ideally, you want to
allocate risk to party best equipped to manage risk)

 When it comes to insurance coverage, you want to maximize insurance
coverage for those foreseeable risks assumed or allocated (and for the
betterment of the project and the parties)

 Make sure you have a broker that has experience and sophistication with
complex construction projects and delivery methods

 Note: Insurance is NOT a bond. It is not designed to cover “business risks”  a
breach of contract, failure to perform, bad business decisions (i.e., insurance
not designed to cover every conceivable risk)

I. Types of Insurance for Construction Projects
Traditional Insurance

1)Workers Compensation and Employer’s Liability
2)Commercial General Liability
3)Automobile Liability
4)Umbrella

Workers Compensation and Employer’s Liability
 Regulated by state which will dictate benefits, but deigned to cover workplace injuries and
occupational illnesses (injured or ill in course/scope of job) by providing medical,
rehabilitation, wage, and death benefits

 States have workers compensation protections and immunities that can immunize contractors –
workers comp. becomes exclusive form of liability for injured worker that immunizes the
employer absent intentional tort (very difficult to prove)

 In most states, a workers compensation policy will include employer’s liability coverage (and
employer’s liability will generally be Part 2 of the policy)

 Employer’s liability is designed to cover the employer if employee or 3rd party sues employer
because of a work injury, illness, or death (e.g., the employee sues the employer for
negligence or employee sues 3rd party due to injury and 3rd party sues employer)

Commercial General Liability
 2 main purposes of CGL policy: 1) duty to defend insured; and 2) duty to indemnify insured
from 3rd party claims

 Designed to cover bodily injury/death or property damage subject to exclusions in the policy
and endorsements that modify/restrict coverage (there is also advertising injury component)

 Important exclusions: contractual liability (which can be modified through endorsement);
damage to property; damage to your product; damage to your work (and subcontractor
exception can be removed through endorsement); impaired property; employer’s liability;
professional liabilities (through endorsement); prior work (through endorsement); residential
or condominium (through endorsement); mold (through endorsement); EIFS (through
endorsement); earth movement (through endorsement); care custody and control

Commercial General Liability - Exclusions
 Your product exclusion (k) – precludes coverage for property damage arising out of a defect
in an insured’s product that renders product useless or less useful

 Your work exclusion (l) – precludes coverage for property damage to your work arising out of
it or any part of it included in the products completed operations hazard. Does not apply of
damaged work or the work out of which the damage arises was performed by sub

 Your property exclusion (j)(5) and (6) – precludes property damage to insured’s work before
operations completed

 Impaired property exclusion (m) – precludes coverage for property damage to impaired
property or property not physically injured arising out of defect in your product or your work

 Contractual liability exclusion (b) – precludes coverage for property damage which insured
obligation to pay damages by reason of assumption of liability in contract BUT not apply if
insured would have liability in absence of agreement (tort) or assumed in contract that is
insured contract (indemnification)

Commercial General Liability - Exclusions
 Mold & Dry/Wet Rot Exclusionary Endorsement
 Care, custody, and control exclusion
 Residential Exclusion (seen it written many different ways; some extremely broad)
 Endorsements that modify definition of “insured contract” to maximize contractual liability
exclusion

 Endorsements that remove subcontractor work exception to your work exclusion to maximize
your work exclusion

 Employer’s liability exclusion to preclude coverage for bodily injury to employee – it is not a
worker’s comp policy

 Endorsement to include subsidence exclusion to preclude coverage for property damage
arising out of soil erosion, improperly compacted soil, ground movement, etc.

AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY
 Bodily injury and property damage due to auto accident

 Commercial policy should also cover damage due to vandalism, theft, weather

EXCESS OR UMBRELLA COVERAGE
 Excess provides higher limits of coverage beyond underlying insurance (adds excess limits of
coverage beyond primary limits in liability policy it is serving as excess insurance coverage
for)

 Umbrella serves as excess coverage but is generally broader in scope than the underlying
liability (can add multiple underlying policies)

I. Types of Insurance for Construction Projects
Additional Types of Insurance

1) Professional Liability
2) Contractor’s Protective Indemnity Insurance
3) Owners and Contractors Protective Liability Insurance (OCP Coverage)
4) Pollution Liability
5) Equipment (Inland Marine)
6) Installation Coverage (Inland Marine)
7) Rigging
8) Rectification Coverage
9) Subcontractor Default Insurance
10)Boiler and Machinery
11)Cyber

Professional Liability
 Protects a professional from professional negligence-based claims – errors and omissions
 CGL will have exclusionary endorsements that exclude professional services
 Contractor’s can procure a contractor’s professional liability policy to cover claims for negligent
design and engineering or construction management

 Note: Think design build, design assist, or design delegation duties where the professional
services will not be covered by professional liabilities exclusion in CGL; or think of when
contractor serving more in an owner’s rep or CM role

 Note: There are carriers that will package pollution liability, protective indemnity coverage, and
rectification coverage in policy

Protective Indemnity Insurance
 Designed to cover losses in excess of insured’s design professional’s insurance –a form of
excess coverage that indemnifies the contractor for losses arising from its design
professional’s negligence in excess of design professional’s insurance (however, because
it is excess, coverage for design professional’s policy will first need to be determined)

OCP Coverage (Owners and Contractors Protective
Liability Insurance)
 Project-specific and is a protective policy
 Generally, contractor will procure in name of owner to cover the insured’s (owner’s) liability for
property damage or personal injury caused by the contractor – protects from vicarious liability
for actions caused by contractor or where owner directly liable for actions in general
supervision of the operations of its contractor

 Sometimes used as alternative when it comes to additional insured coverage or per occurrence
limits

 Benefits: serves as a primary policy to owner from such 3rd party claims and not going to seek
contribution from contractor that procures policy; claims should not result in premium increases
to contractor even though contractor procures policy that identifies owner as insured; an owner
is not sharing the limits of insurance with contractor like it does as additional insured under CGL
policy

 Limitations: have not seen it apply to completed operations; only ongoing operations

Pollution Liability
 Covers claims associated with bodily injury and property damage arising out of
environmental risks and pollutants, as well as clean-up and remediation costs

 Pollution excluded from CGL

Equipment / Inland Marine
 Covers heavy equipment and machinery (e.g., loaders, excavators, bulldozers, power
tools) used by contractor from theft, vandalism, fire, collision, etc.

 Inland marine coverage or floater coverage means there is coverage during
transit/transport

 Should cover owned, rented, and borrowed equipment
 First party insurance

Installation / Inland Marine
 May be purchased by a trade sub to cover materials and tools during installation
 Want coverage for items in transit/transport and temporary storage, and awaiting to be
installed at project

 Consideration if there is not builder’s risk insurance of if there are exposures not covered by
builder’s risk

 Seen added with a contractor’s equipment policy

Rigger’s Liability Insurance
 Covers property belonging to another damaged during rigging process (e.g., using a
crane or hoisting equipment to move, position, and install items)

 Seen included in another type of policy (inland marine) or insurance program
(specialty crane and rigging insurance program)

Rectification Coverage
 First party coverage that covers correcting/repairing a design defect after construction
in place

 Also referred to as mitigation of loss coverage since it covers costs to mitigate and/or
rectify the construction caused by negligent professional services

 Seen included in a contractor’s professional liability insurance policy

Subcontractor Default Insurance (SDI)
 Offered to contractors as an alternative to requiring contractors to bond subs
 First party policy that allows contractor to assert a claim in the event of a
subcontractor default

 Typically, there is a premium and co-payment requirement

Boiler and Machinery (Equipment Breakdown)
 Covers equipment and system breakdown and losses from the breakdown, that may
be excluded from commercial property insurance policy

 Should have business interruption coverage

Cyber
 Losses due mismanagement or failure to protect confidential business and
proprietary info; inadvertently transmitting malware; data breaches and theft; violation
of laws relating to a data breach

 Seen both first and third party policies

II. CRITICAL CLAUSES FOR INSURANCE PROGRAMS
 Primary and Non-Contributory
 Additional Insured Endorsement for ongoing and completed operations and
to cover intermediate form of indemnification (in whole or in part) (for CGL,
CG 20 10 10 01 and CG 20 37 10 01)
 Need endorsement as not all AI endorsements provide same coverage

 Waiver of Subrogation (for items covered by builder’s risk; liability
insurance; workers compensation)

 Completed Operations Coverage for Repose Period
 Low SIR for Professional Liability
 Responsibility for Deductibles / SIRs

II. CRITICAL CLAUSES FOR INSURANCE PROGRAMS
 At least 30 days notice of any cancellation
 Umbrella / Excess to be follow-form(?)
 Requiring policies not to have certain exclusions (no residential/condo; no
removal of subcontractor exception to your work exclusion; no exclusion for
subsidence)

 Requiring actual endorsements to be furnished
 Retroactive date in a claims made policy precedes any work performed under
policy and there is extended reporting period (at least 5 years, at a minimum)

If CCIP or OCIP
 Still need GL for work performed away from project
 Still need auto insurance (not generally included in wrap-up)
 Still need worker’s comp (may not be included in wrap-up)
 Still need professional liability (not generally included in wrap-up)
 Other required coverages (generally wrap-up will include CGL and
umbrella)

 Note: Prefabricators will need add’l insurance if there is a wrap-up
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Of Note
We note that in this presentation we are only
providing general information; the information
contained in this presentation does not constitute
legal advice. No attorney-client relationship has been
created. If legal advice or other assistance is required,
please contact us directly.
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III.

Builders’ Risk Insurance Policies

What is Builder’s Risk Insurance?
 Builder’s Risk insurance is a type of property

insurance utilized typically by Owners, Construction
Mangers, or General Contractors during construction
of a Project.
 In effect, it insures the work that itself is under
construction and not part of the property, which is
otherwise insured by property insurance.


Example: if a covered peril causes damage to a house under
construction, Builder’s Risk insurance would compensate the
insured under the policy for the work under construction.

Builders’ Risk (Cont.)
 First-Party
 Is the claimant a party to the insurance contract?
 Coverage
 Direct physical loss or damage to Covered Property
 Resulting from a Covered Cause of Loss
●
●
●

Covered Property – structures under construction
or renovations
Covered Cause of Loss
Exclusion for defective construction, design or materials

Builders’ Risk (Cont.)

Builders’ Risk (Cont.)
 Builder's risk insurance covers many types of

perils, including:






Fire.
Wind (except in certain areas).
Theft and vandalism.
Lightning and hail.
Explosion.

Builders’ Risk (Cont.)
 Builder's risk insurance typically excludes:
 Earthquake and flood.
 War.
 Mechanical breakdown.
 Employee theft.
 Government activities
 Mechanical breakdowns
 Faulty design, planning, materials, or workmanship
 Contractual penalties or voluntary partings

Builders’ Risk (Cont.)
 The policy limit in a builder's risk policy is generally

equal to the total value of:
●
●

●

The completed building (but excluding the value of the land).
The materials used in the construction.
The labor costs to construct the building.

 Broadly, Builder’s Risk compensates an insured

(Owners, Construction Managers, or General
Contractors) for two categories of loss:
●
●

Hard Costs
Soft Costs

Builders’ Risk (Cont.)
 What are Hard Costs?
 The cost of all the materials and labor, including the
Contractor’s baked-in profit (typically no more than 15%), that
go into the construction of the Project. These include,
generally: foundations, walls, floors, doors, windows,
equipment, and temporary structures constructed to aid in the
construction of the Project.
 What are Soft Costs?
 Time, impact, delay, and hindrance-type damages. Think of
these types of costs, which are very real, and often very
expensive, as being the unanticipated costs a party incurs
when a construction project goes on longer than anticipated.

Builders’ Risk (Cont.)
 What are some tangible examples of Soft Costs?

Builders’ Risk (Cont.)
 General rule of thumb when obtaining Builder’s Risk

insurance coverage is that:


Stand-alone coverage is better for large, long-running
construction projects in which coverage is provided for in the
Construction Agreement.



Master Builder’s (or All-Risk) Programs would be for multiple,
small projects.

IV.

Typical Builders’ Risk Exclusions

Builders’ Risk Exclusions
 FAULTY DESIGN, MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP
 Universally, nearly all builder’s risk policies include exclusions

for faulty design, materials and workmanship. This exclusion
is often tempered by an ensuing loss exception, which
essentially states that if the loss is caused by an otherwise
insured peril, the resultant loss will be covered.


For example, a contractor fails to incorporate the specified amount of
steel rebar in vertical structure members of a new building. This
issue is discovered 75% of the way through construction. If no loss
occurs, a typical builder’s risk policy would not respond to the need
for rework. However, if the building collapses, and collapse is a
covered peril under builder’s risk, while damage to the faulty columns
would not be covered, resultant damage should be covered.

Builders’ Risk Exclusions (Cont.)
 PARTIAL OCCUPANCY EXCLUSIONS
 Whether performing renovations or new construction, there is pressure

from owners for buildings to become occupied before construction is
complete. Owners want to start generating revenue from areas already
completed, while construction continues in adjacent areas
concurrently. Most builders risk policies either exclude coverage for
otherwise covered loss arising from early occupancy or are quite restrictive
with what must be reported to be covered.


For example, a contractor furnishes builder’s risk for a mixed-use apartment project. The
policy does not automatically allow early occupancy. The first-floor retail space is completed
four months ahead of the apartments above and a restaurant occupied the space. A fire in
the restaurant causes extensive damage to the entire structure. The policy requires
underwriters to be notified of early occupancy by the insured and approve of any early
occupancy. Because this does not occur, builder’s risk coverage may be excluded for this
loss.

Builders’ Risk Exclusions (Cont.)
 CONCURRENT CAUSATION CLAUSES
 In general, concurrent causation clauses under builder’s risk

policies exclude coverage for loss or damage caused directly or
indirectly by any number of individually listed perils. This exclusion
is regardless of any other cause or event contributing concurrently
or in sequence to the loss.


As an example, a new construction hotel and casino along a coastline is caught
in a hurricane and sustains $20 million in damage as a result. It’s determined $15
million of the damage is caused by wind and $3 million is caused by flood. The
responding builder’s risk policy provides coverage for the peril of a named
windstorm but does not cover flood. If certain concurrent causation language
remains unamended in the policy, the entire loss may not be covered. The
language in the builder’s risk policy matters. If a course of construction loss
occurs, it can determine the financial future of a construction company. The
insurance broker can help a contractor review, construct and understand
policies, ensuring critical loss is a covered matter.

Builders’ Risk Exclusions (Cont.)
 Traditionally, carriers do not have an appetite for

covering a contractor’s failure to perform their work
properly.


There is one exception, which is coverage is available for
ensuing loss – or the resulting damage to other property from
faulty workmanship.
●

If the excluded cause of loss (i.e., faulty workmanship) causes
resultant damage, the builder’s risk policy will cover the damages
to the extent the peril of fire is covered. The ensuing loss
exception limits the faulty work exclusion to costs directly related
to repairing or replacing the faulty work.

Builders’ Risk Exclusions (Cont.)
 For example, suppose faulty wiring work leads to a fire

which damages part of a structure under construction.
The faulty workmanship exclusion would apply to the
actual faulty wiring work, but if fire is a covered peril
under the policy (this is nearly always the case), the
policy would respond to the structure’s fire damage.
 Coverage for ensuing loss is either stated as an
exception to the faulty workmanship exclusion or by
limiting the faulty workmanship exclusion language.
Working with a broker to assure a properly written
ensuing loss provision is critical

London Engineering Group Exclusions (LEG)
 The London Engineering Group consults for myriad

insurance and reinsurance companies and
syndicates providing, among others, construction
insurance.
 LEG published three variations of defects
exclusions, known as LEG 1, LEG 2 and LEG3, with
increasing levels of coverage for defective
construction.
 These endorsements, or similar “cost of making
good” endorsements are increasingly available from
domestic insurers

LEG 1
 Outright Defects Exclusion: “The Insurer(s) shall not

be liable for: Loss or damage due to defects of
material workmanship, design, plan, or specification.

LEG 2
 Consequences Defects Wording: “The Insurer(s) shall

not be liable for: All costs rendered necessary by defects
of material workmanship, design, plan, specification, and
should damage occur to any portion of the Insured
Property containing any of the said defects, the cost of
replacement or rectification which is hereby excluded is
that cost which would have been incurred if replacement
or rectification of the Insured Property had been put in
hand immediately prior to the said damage. For the
purpose of this policy and not merely this exclusion it is
understood and agreed that any portion of the Insured
Property shall not be regarded as damaged solely by
virtue of the existence of any defect of material
workmanship, design, plan, or specification.”

LEG 2 (Cont.)
 Compromise Exclusion provides coverage for costs

to remedy ensuing loss to covered property and
costs to remedy damage to property supported by
defective property. LEG 2 excludes the costs
incurred to remedy a defect immediately before the
damage occurred.

LEG 3
 Consequences Defects Wording: Excludes all costs

necessary by defect of material, workmanship,
design, plan specification and should damage occur
to any portion of Insured Property containing any of
the defects, the cost of replacement or rectification
which is hereby excluded is that cost incurred to
improve the original material workmanship design
plan or specification.

LEG 2/3
 Under both LEG 2 and LEG 3, an ensuing loss

exception is no longer necessary. The policy states
that the entire loss will be covered less a specified
amount. The loss payable is the total amount of the
covered loss minus what it would have cost to
replace the faulty work prior to the loss (LEG 2) or
the cost to improve the original materials,
workmanship or design (LEG 3).

Loss Example
 During construction of a Power Plant, back-pressure







steam turbine under construction overheats during
routine testing, which causes damage to the work under
construction, and the surrounding property.
Investigation reveals that improperly installed feeder
pipes sent water at too high of a temperature into the
turbine.
Owner maintains a Builder’s Risk policy with LEG 2/3
exclusions.
Cost to repair all resulting damage is $500,000, inclusive
of $75,000 to repair faulty feeder pipes.
What amount can the insured expect to recover?

V.
The Key Differences Between
Builder’s Risk and Construction General
Liability Insurance Coverage

Builder’s Risk vs. Construction General Liability
Insurance
 The two forms of coverage a party needs to be

financially protected in a building it’s working on or if
their construction materials are damaged during
construction are builders risk insurance and
construction general liability insurance.
 Contrary to popular belief, these two policies are not
interchangeable. For a construction project, in order
to have all of the potential exposures covered a party
will need to have both policies. But what’s the
difference?

Construction General Liability Insurance
 Contractors’ general liability insurance will cover

risks regarding bodily injuries or property damage.
 The policy is designed for a contractor’s specific

liability coverage needs and protects against
possible accidents and the liability that may arise
from these. For damage coverage, the policy may
protect against fire, explosion, underground work or
collapse that is connected with the insured’s project

Construction General Liability Insurance (Cont.)
 A general liability insurance policy typically will

afford coverage if the following occur:





Someone is injured on your property
You are renting commercial space that becomes damaged
You or your employees cause injury or property damage
You are sued for false advertising, libel, slander or copyright
infringement

Key Considerations
 Be aware of a likely coverage issue when attempting to

initiate a claim with a CGL insurer for property damage
incurred on a construction project because the CGL
policy likely includes the standard “other insurance”
condition, which states:


“This insurance is excess over: Any of the other insurance, whether
primary, excess, contingent or on any other basis: That is …
Builder’s Risk, …”

 This condition also includes the following statement:


“When this insurance is excess over other insurance, we will pay
only our share of the amount of the loss, if any, that exceeds the sum
of: The total amount that all such insurance would pay for the loss in
the absence of this insurance; and the total of all deductible and selfinsured amounts under all that other insurance.”

Key Considerations (Cont.)
 Contractors’ general liability coverage does not cover

the contractor’s property or equipment (that’s for a
builder’s risk policy).
 Builder’s risk insurance pays without regard to who
was responsible for the damage. Therefore, the
initial and primary focus of the builder’s risk insurer is
to see that the damage is repaired in a timely
manner, so there is as little disruption as possible to
the original construction schedule.

Key Considerations (Cont.)
 Simply put, the CGL policy will not pay for damage

when there is a builder’s risk policy that may pay,
and the CGL policy will not pay the deductible under
the builder’s risk policy.
 Another reason that the builder’s risk policy should
be the first line of insurance is because the waiver of
subrogation in the project contract precludes the
builder’s risk insurer from subrogating against, or
seeking reimbursement from, the responsible
contractor.

Key Considerations (Cont.)
 Additionally, the builder’s risk policy is usually a

project-specific policy, so payments under that policy
should not have an adverse effect on an annual
insurance program. In contrast, payments under a
CGL policy do negatively influence a contractor’s
loss history, and could result in higher annual
premiums.

VI. Wrap Up Insurance Policies
(CCIP/OCIP)

OCIP/CCIP
 OCIPs/CCIPs combine the coverage benefits of

several key insurance policies normally used for
construction projects—including general liability,
workers’ compensation, excess/umbrella liability,
builders risk, and more—into a single policy.
 OCIP/CCIP stands for:


Owner (or Contractor) Controlled (or Consolidated) Insurance
Program

OCIP/CCIP (Cont.)
 Think of a Consolidated (or Controlled) Insurance

Program as being very much like bundling
homeowner and automobile insurance together.
 The key construction insurance policies are
“wrapped up” into one, single policy with one
premium, one administrative cost, and, if necessary,
one set of legal fees.
 CIPs are likely best suited for large-scale
construction projects, or construction portfolios,
where bundled cost savings can be most effectively
realized.

OCIP/CCIP (Cont.)
 Unlike the traditional construction insurance, where

each contractor or subcontractor purchases their
own individual insurance policies to cover their
liability, under CIPs, the property owner or developer,
general contractor, and subcontractors all become
named insureds under a single policy (the
CCIP/OCIP), which covers the entire project (or
group of projects).

OCIP/CCIP (Cont.)
 For Project Owners and General Contractors, traditional

construction insurance models can be disfavored when
each contractor purchases their own insurance and
bakes their own individual policy costs into their bids,
which results in the property owner or general contractor,
depending on the form of agreement, indirectly paying
for the cost and overhead of dozens of policies.
 Additionally, in the event of a loss, legal and
administrative costs under the traditional model regularly
exceed indemnity costs by as much as 5-to-1. By
streamlining everything into a single policy, property
owners and general contractors can reduce costs and
more efficiently cover losses if they occur.

OCIP/CCIP (Cont.)
 Generally, CIPs wrap up the following coverage

types:








CGL
Workers’ Compensation
Builder’s Risk
Excess Liability
Professional Liability
Subcontractor Default Insurance
Completed Operations Coverage

OCIP/CCIP (Cont.)
 CIPs typically do provide the following coverages:
 Commercial Automobile Insurance
 Surety Bond Costs
 Off-site contractors
 On-off contractors and vendors

Potential Disadvantages
 Owners, Construction Managers, and General

Contractors should consider the following:








Additional, internal administrative costs necessary to
administer the OCIP/CCIP program.
Potential for false claims
Less cost control incentives for non-controlling parties
Potentially lessened coverage limits
No protection against rising insurance costs
Potential for construction contract to restrict ability to sue coinsured

VII. Maximizing Insurance Coverage

Maximizing Insurance Coverage
 If you’re an Owner or General Contractor, make sure

to insist at contract formation that every party
downstream of the Project provides additional
insured coverage to upstream parties.
 In addition, ensure that the limits of those policies
are in-line in sum and substance with what the party
upstream is being asked to provide.
 Additionally, ensure that notice provisions in
insurance policies are strictly complied with.
 Document everything.

Maximizing Insurance Coverage (Cont.)
 If you’re an Owner or General Contractor, make sure

to insist at contract formation that every party
downstream of the Project provides additional
insured coverage to upstream parties.
 In addition, ensure that the limits of those policies
are in-line with what the party upstream is being
asked to provide.
 Additionally, ensure that notice provisions in
insurance policies are strictly complied with.
 Document everything.
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